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Moon Over Buffalo
New York Magazine
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This book offers the actor a wide range of speeches
that are intended for workshop, audition and
classroom use only. Attention should be given to the
terms of copyright with specific attention to public
performance. Throughout the book, you will
encounter 'preceding' and 'intervening' speeches that
are presented in a different type-face. These
speeches are not to be read and are included in the
interest of orientation, duration and consistency. The
synopses of the plays cover major plot points and
offer a general story outline. They will never,
however, compensate for reading and studying the
play scripts and viewing videos of the plays that have
been brought to film.

Lost in Yonkers
Noises Off
Comedy Characters: 6 male, 6 female Interior Set
From America's master of Contemporary Broadway
Comedy, here is another revealing comedy behind the
scenes in the entertainment world, this time near the
heart of the theatre district. 45 Seconds from
Broadway takes place in the legendary "Polish Tea
Room" on New York's 47th Street. Here Broadway
theatre personalities washed-up and on-the-rise,
gather to schmooz even as they lose. This touching
valentine to New York

San Diego Magazine
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"This is a knockabout satiric tale of three on-the-skids
vaudeville troupers -- Jerry, Mae, and George -- who
decide to head for Hollywood and try their luck at the
newest craze: "talkies." After a hilarious series of
consistent blunders, the unassuming George is
carried to fame and fortune becoming (for a short
time, at least) a captain of The Industry. This fastpaced, wild romp offers marvelous character
opportunities, while spoofing the absurdities of Tinsel
Town. "--Publisher's website.

Theater Week
Plaza Suite
The Collected Plays of Neil Simon
Neil Simon's plays are to some extent a reflection of
his life, sometimes autobiographical, other times
based on the experiences of those close to him. What
the reader of this warm, nostalgic memoir discovers,
however, is that the plays, although grounded in Neil
Simon's own experience, provide only a glimpse into
the mind and soul of this very private man. In
Rewrites, he tells of the painful discord he endured at
home as a child, of his struggles to develop his talent
as a writer, and of his insecurities when dealing with
what proved to be his first great success -- falling in
love. Supporting players in the anecdote-filled memoir
include Sid Caesar, Jerry Lewis, Walter Matthau,
Robert Redford, Gwen Verdon, Bob Fosse, Maureen
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Stapleton, George C. Scott, Peter Sellers, and Mike
Nichols. But always at center stage is his first love, his
wife Joan, whose death in the early seventies
devastated him, and whose love and inspiration
illuminate this remarkable and revealing self-portrait.
Rewritesis rich in laughter and emotion, and filled
with the memories of a sometimes sweet, sometimes
bittersweet life.

The Times-picayune Index
First Man
A portrait of three couples successively occupying a
suite at the Plaza. A suburban couple take the suite
while their house is being painted and it turns out to
be the one in which they honeymooned 23 (or was it
24?) years before and was yesterday the anniversary,
or is it today? This tale of marriage in tatters is
followed by the exploits of a Hollywood producer who,
after three marriages, is looking for fresh fields. He
calls a childhood sweetheart, now a suburban
housewife, for a little sexual diversion. Over the years
she has idolized him from afar and is now more than
the match he bargained for. The last couple is a
mother and father fighting about the best way to get
their daughter out of the bathroom and down to the
ballroom where guests await her or as Mother yells, "I
want you to come out of that bathroom and get
married!"--Publisher's description.

New York
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New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as
an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning
writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion, the
magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect
back to its audience the energy and excitement of the
city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place
and an idea.

Senior High Core Collection
Alan is a swinging single who uses his New York
apartment as a harem of sorts for his legion of lady
friends. Buddy, his kid brother, wants to break free of
his overprotective parents and moves in with Alan,
hoping to emulate him in the sex department. Alan
teaches Buddy his tricks of the trade and it isn't long
before Buddy is stealing women away from Alan.

Neil Simon's 45 Seconds from Broadway
Rewrites
"After a short stay in rehab, her best friend agedefying Toby, her daughter Polly, and Jimmy Perry, a
gay actor try to help her adjust to sobriety with a jolly
birthday party. Enter Lou Tanner, a former lover, who
ends up giving her a black eye. The party is a wash
out, the "gingerbread lady" falls off the wagon and
hits the ropes once again. Later rewritten by Neil
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Simon as the film Only When I Laugh starring Marsha
Mason." -- Publisher's description.

Newsweek
THE STORY: Andrew Rally seems to have it all:
celebrity and acclaim from his starring role in a hit
television series; a rich, beautiful girlfriend; a
glamorous, devoted agent; the perfect New York
apartment; and the chance to play Hamlet in Centra

Dramatics
Leon Tolchinsky is ecstatic. He’s landed a terrific
teaching job in an idyllic Russian hamlet. When he
arrives, he finds people sweeping dust from the
stoops back into their houses and people milking
upside down to get more cream. The town has been
cursed with Chronic Stupidity for two hundred years,
and Leon’s job is to break the curse. No one tells him
that if he stays over twenty-four hours and fails to
break the curse, he too becomes stupid. But he has
fallen in love with a girl so stupid, she has only
recently learned how to sit down.

Come Blow Your Horn
Techniques of Satire
Neil Simon (1927–2018) began as a writer for some of
the leading comedians of the day—including Jackie
Gleason, Red Buttons, Phil Silvers, and Jerry
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Lewis—and he wrote for fabled television programs
alongside a group of writers that included Mel Brooks,
Woody Allen, Larry Gelbart, Michael Stewart, and Sid
Caesar. After television, Simon embarked on a
playwriting career. In the next four decades he saw
twenty-eight of his plays and five musicals produced
on Broadway. Thirteen of those plays and three of the
musicals ran for more than five hundred
performances. He was even more widely known for
his screenplays—some twenty-five in all. Yet, despite
this success, it was not until his BB Trilogy—Brighton
Beach Memoirs, Biloxi Blues, and Broadway
Bound—that critics and scholars began to take Simon
seriously as a literary figure. This change in
perspective culminated in 1991 when his play Lost in
Yonkers won the Pulitzer Prize for Drama. In the
twenty-two interviews included in Conversations with
Neil Simon, Simon talks candidly about what it was
like to write commercially successful plays that were
dismissed by critics and scholars. He also speaks at
length about the differences between writing for
television, for the stage, and for film. He speaks
openly and often revealingly about his relationships
with, among many others, Mike Nichols, Walter
Matthau, Sid Caesar, and Jack Lemmon. Above all,
these interviews reveal Neil Simon as a writer who
thought long and intelligently about creating for
stage, film, and television, and about dealing with
serious subjects in a comic mode. In so doing,
Conversations with Neil Simon compels us to
recognize Neil Simon’s genius.

New York Theatre Critics' Reviews
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Brings together the texts of Simon's Chapter Two,
California Suite, God's Favorite, The Good Doctor, The
Sunshine Boys, The Prisoner of Second Avenue, The
Gingerbread Lady, and Little Me.

I Hate Hamlet
A coming of age tale that focuses on brothers Arty
and Jay, left in the care of their Grandma Kurnitz and
Aunt Bella in Yonkers, New York. Their desperate
father, Eddie, works as a traveling salesman to pay off
debts incurred following the death of his wife.
Grandma is a severe, frightfully intimidating
immigrant who terrified her children as they were
growing up, damaging each of them to varying
degrees. Bella is a sweet but mentally slow and highly
excitable woman who longs to marry an usher at the
local movie house so she can escape the oppressive
household and create a life and family of her own. Her
brother Louie is a small-time, tough-talking hoodlum
who is on the run, while her sister Gert suffers from a
breathing problem with causes more psychological
than physical problems. Missing much of the
sentimentality of the plays comprising Simon's earlier
Eugene trilogy, Lost in Yonkers climaxes with a
dramatic confrontation between embittered mother
and lonely daughter that creates a permanent fissure
in this highly dysfunctional family.

Once in a Lifetime
Each vol. is divided into 2 parts 1st-7th ed.: Dictionary
catalog and Classified catalog; 8th-9th ed. have 3rd.
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part: Directory of publishers.

Senior High Core Collection
An authorized portrait of the first astronaut to set foot
on the moon sheds light on other aspects of his
career, from the honors he received as a naval aviator
to the price he and his family paid for his professional
dedication.

Conversations with Neil Simon
Chapter Two
Brings together the texts of Simon's Chapter Two,
California Suite, God's Favorite, The Good Doctor, The
Sunshine Boys, The Prisoner of Second Avenue, The
Gingerbread Lady, and Little Me.

The Collected Plays of Neil Simon: Come
blow your horn. Barefoot in the park. The
odd couple. The star-spangled girl.
Promises, promises. Plaza suite. Last of
the red hot lovers
Playbill
Consists of theater reviews from various newspapers,
magazines, and broadcast stations.
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Rumors
Theatre program.

The Hollywood Reporter
Neil Simon Monologues
- More than 6,500 books in the initial clothbound
volume, plus more than 2,400 new titles in four
annual supplements. - New coverage of biographies,
art, sports, Islam and the Middle East, and cultural
diversity. - Special focus on graphic novels, primary
source materials, nonbook materials, and periodicals.
- Analytic entries for items in collections and
anthologies.

The Collected Plays of Neil Simon: Come
blow your horn. Barefoot in the park. The
odd couple. The star-spangled girl.
Promises, promises. Plaza suite. Last of
the red hot lovers
Neil Simon's thoughts on writing accompany
selections of his plays

Barefoot in the Park
Senior High School Library Catalog
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'Broadway' has been the stuff of theatrical legends for
generations. In this fascinating and affectionate
account of a unique theatrical phenomenon, Andrew
Harris takes an intriguing look at both the reality and
the myth behind the heart and soul of American
Drama Broadway Theatre explores: * the aims and
achievements of such major figures as Tennessee
Williams, Eugene O'Neill and David Mamet * the
processes a play goes through from preliminary draft
to opening night * the careful balancing between
aesthetic ideals and commercial considerations * the
place of producers, reviewers, agents and managers
and their contribution to the process * the relationship
between acting styles and writing syles for Broadway
plays

Broadway Theatre
Fools
“As finely worked as a Swiss watch and as funny as
the human condition permits..the zigzag brilliance of
the text as the clunky lines of the farce-within-a-farce
rub against the sharp dialogue of reality” Guardian A
play-within-a-play following a touring theatre
company who are rehearsing and performing a
comedy called Nothing On, results in a riotous doublebill of comedic craft and dramatic skill. Hurtling along
at breakneck speed it shows the backstage antics as
they stumble through the dress-rehearsal at Westonsuper-Mare, then on to a disastrous matinee at
Ashton-under-Lyne, followed by a total meltdown in
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Stockton-on-Tees. Michael Frayn's irresistible, multiaward-winning backstage farce has been enjoyed by
millions of people worldwide since it premiered in
1982 and has been hailed as one of the greatest
British comedies ever written. Winner of both Olivier
and Evening Standard Awards for Best Comedy. This
edition features a new introduction by Michael
Blakemore.

Rumors. Lost in Yonkers. Jake's women.
Laughter on the 23rd floor. London suite
The New Yorker
At a large, tastefully-appointed Sneden's Landing
townhouse, the Deputy Mayor of New York has just
shot himself. Though only a flesh wound, four couples
are about to experience a severe attack of Farce.
Gathering for their tenth wedding anniversary, the
host lies bleeding in the other room, and his wife is
nowhere in sight. His lawyer, Ken, and wife, Chris,
must get "the story" straight before the other guests
arrive. As the confusions and mis-communications
mount, the evening spins off into classic farcical
hilarity.

The New York Times Theater Reviews,
1920Typescript, dated Jan. 16, 1996. Heavily marked with
colored ink and highlighter by the videographer. Used
by The New York Public Library's Theatre on Film and
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Tape Archive on Feb. 21, 1996, when videotaping the
stage production at the Martin Beck Theatre, New
York, N.Y. The production opened on Oct. 1, 1995, and
was directed by Tom Moore. It starred Carol Burnett,
Philip Bosco, and Jane Connell.

The Collected Plays of Neil Simon
The Gingerbread Lady
India Today
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